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Abstract: When a woman feels dissatisfied with her sex life, 
she may find a lover outside marriage to meet her needs. The 
belief that men cheat, but women do not is false.Married men 
and women are equally likely to cheat. But they do so for 
different reasons.Men commit infidelity primarily because 
physical urges drive them while women do so for sexual and 
emotional fulfilment. A woman’s reasons for cheating are 
more complex than a man’s. Mentioned below are some 
reasons women are unfaithful.She feels neglected, ignored, 
and underappreciateda wife needs to feel she is the cynosure 
of her husband's eyes.She wants to feel desirable. When her 
husband neglects her, ignores her, and does not appreciate 
her, she feels undesirable.To feel desirable, she may find a 
lover outside marriage. From time to time, a wife would like 
her husband to treat her like a girlfriend. She wants him to 
take her on romantic dates, buy her gifts, and vacation with 
her. However, when she feels like a nanny or maid, it may 
prompt her to find a lover who shows her an exciting time. 
Her marriage lacks intimacy Women feel connected through 
non-sexual interactions. When a husband is thoughtful 
towards his wife, engages in fun conversations with her, 
participates with her in building a home, and is a co-partner 
in her social life, it supplies her with the emotional 
intimacy she craves. When such emotional intimacy is lacking, 
a wife may seek it from someone outside the marriage.   
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